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ABSTRACT 
Online customer reviews are helping consumers to decide which products to buy and also companies to understand the buying 

behaviour of consumers. A novel approach is introduced to extract opinion targets and words using graph Co-Ranking. There are 

two types of relations such as Opinion relations and semantic relations are identified for precise extraction. Opinion relations are 

identified using partially supervised word alignment model (PSWAM). Semantic relations are identified using random walk 

algorithm. Hence, Word preference is captured and incorporated into graph co-ranking algorithm. A graph based co-ranking 

algorithm is exploited to estimate the confidence of each candidate. A prototype Web based system is created for recommending 

and comparing products. The reviews of product targets and words are extracted and then displays the positive and negative 

classification of those targets. The experimental results shows that the co-ranking algorithm achieves better performance for fine 

grained extraction and displays a summary of the products. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Data mining is the process of collecting and analysing the numerous data’s in a database. A series of 
challenges have emerged in data mining and in that one of the most challenges is opinion mining. Therefore, the 
opinion mining is analysing the customer opinions, sentiment classification or polarity towards the entities such 
as products, services. 

 
1.1 opinion relations: 

In opinion mining, opinion targets and opinion words are two fundamental subtasks, which are defined as 
the objects on which users have conveyed their opinions as nouns or noun phrases. This task is very important 
because customers are not satisfied with the overall sentiment polarity of a product, but they expect to find the 
fine-grained opinions about an product feature. Mining opinions from online reviews are useful for 
manufacturers to obtain important feedbacks from customers. Hence, mining opinion relations in sentences and 
estimating associations between opinion targets and opinion words are keys for opinion target/word extraction. 

There are several challenges in opinion mining. One of the challenge is that people do not always express 
their opinions in the same way. For example: 
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‘IPhone has a colourful and big screen.’: 
In the above example, ’colourful and big’ are used to modify ‘screen’ in the cell-phone domain, and it is a 

remarkable opinion relations among them. If we consider that ‘big’ to be an opinion word, then “screen” is to be 
an opinion target in this cell-phone domain. Thus, the extraction is more readily performed between opinion 
targets and words till there is no item left to extract. 

Although there are some approaches such as syntax based methods, nearest neighbour rules and 
bootstrapping-based approaches, these methods still have some limitations to identify opinion relations as 
follows: 

1. Mining the opinion relations between opinion targets and words cannot obtain precise results. Online 
reviews generally have informal writing styles, including typographical errors, grammatical errors and 
punctuation errors.  

2. A bootstrapping framework has the problem of error propagation. Therefore, how to mitigate or even 
avoid, propagation of error is another challenge for extracting opinions. 

To overcome these two challenges, this paper introduces graph based co-ranking algorithm to collectively 
extract opinion targets and words. A word can find its corresponding modifiers by using a WAM (word 
alignment model). 

Word Alignment Model: WAM method is based on monolingual model, which exactly mine the opinion 
relations among the opinion words. It directly apply the standard alignment model for an opinion target 
(noun/noun phrase) candidate may align with the irrelevant words rather than possible opinion words (i.e., 
Adjectives/verbs), such as prepositions and conjunctions. 

WAM introduce some constraints in the alignment model as follows:  
1) Adjectives/verbs must be aligned with Nouns/noun phrases or a null word.  
2) Nouns/noun phrases must be aligned with adjectives/verbs or a null word.  
3) Other unrelated words such as prepositions, conjunctions and adverbs can only align with themselves. 

 
1.2 semantic relations: 

The term ‘semantic’ denotes an relationship between the concepts or meanings. The semantic relations may 
provide additional type of relations such as topical relations among words. Only considering opinion relations 
are insufficient for identifying opinion targets/word. 

For example, ”LCD” and “LED” both denotes the same targets /aspects “screen” in TV domain, so they are 
topically related. Such relationship between those words are called semantic relations.  

 
Opinion target and opinion word  extraction methodology: 

To extract opinion targets and opinion words from online reviews, the framework proposed by (Liu et al.), 
which is a graph-based extraction framework and has two main components as follows. 

1. The first component is to capture opinion relations in sentences and calculate the associations between 
opinion target and potential opinion word candidates.  

2. The second component is to capture word preference and calculate the semantic associations between 
opinion target and opinion word. 

3. The third component is to estimate the confidence of each candidate by using both opinion relations 
and semantic relations. The opinion relation’s candidate confidence are estimated using partially supervised 
word alignment model. The semantic relation’s candidate confidence are estimated using random walk 
algorithm. The candidates with higher confidence scores than a threshold will be extracted as opinion 
targets/Words.   

4. The fourth component is to propose an web based recommendation system for comparing products and 
displays the summary of the products. 

The Fig. 1 shows the system architecture for extracting opinion targets / words. 

 
Fig. 1: Opinion mining methodology 
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Implementation: 
3.1 Reviews Extraction: 

The Customer Review Datasets (CRD) about five products such as Camera, Nokia 6610, Micro MP3, DVD 
Player, Nokia 6600 are extracted which includes English reviews. The reviews are first segmented into 
sentences according to delimited character. The sentences are tokenized with part-of-speech using Standford 
NLP  tool : standford-postagger. This parsing tool is used to parse the English sentences into noun and verb, 
adjectives and adverbs. This method is used to identify the noun phrases and adjectives/verbs for extraction of 
opinion targets/words. Fig.2 Shows the total opinion sentences and opinion target. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Summarization of Extracted Opinion sentences, opinion target/ word of Five datasets 

 
3.2 Extraction Process: 

Customers expect to find fine grained sentiments about an aspect or feature of a product. To fulfil this aim 
both opinion target and opinion words must be extracted from the online reviews. An opinion target is defined 
as the object about which users express their opinions typically as noun or noun phrases. An Opinion words are 
the words that are used to express user’s opinions typically as adjectives or verbs. Extracting and constructing 
the opinion target list and opinion word lexicon is useful for fine grained opinion mining. The below example 
regards extracted opinion targets and opinion words about phone domain. Table 1 regards extracted opinion 
targets and opinion words about phone domain. 

 
Table 1: Examples of extracted opinion targets and words 

Opinion Targets Opinion Words 
Phone  Excellent 
Work More 
Customer service Free 

 
3.3 calculate the opinion associations for opinion relations: 

The alignment probabilities between a potential opinion target wt and a potential opinion word  are 
estimated using the following formulas: 

 

 
 

 

 
 

In this paper ,Set  

 

, 
  
 

3.3.1 Mining Opinion Relations: 
After extracting the opinion word and the opinion target, we adopt a graph-based algorithm used in (Liu et 

al.,) to estimate the confidence of each opinion target and opinion word candidate, and the candidates with 
higher confidence than the threshold will be extracted as the opinion targets. 

 
Candidate confidence estimation using WAM: 
Random Walking algorithm:  

The WAM method using random walking algorithm to estimate the candidate confidence. The confidence 
of an opinion target and opinion word candidates in the iterations, then the higher confidence than the threshold 
are obtained as an opinion word or opinion target. The existing bootstrapping method has the problem of error 
propagation. 

The following formulas are used to estimate the candidate confidence in random walking algorithm for 
WAM. 
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Candidate confidence estimation for opinion target in WAM 

 
 
Candidate confidence estimation for opinion word in WAM, 
 

 
 
Where  are the opinion target and word candidates,  are the opinion target and word 

association.in this paper,set .  are opinion target and word prior confidence and estimated as 
(PosScore+ NegScore) on each opinion target and words. 

 
Candidate confidence estimation using PSWAM: 

The partially supervised word alignment is used to mine the opinion relations between words. PSWAM 
uses graph based co-ranking algorithm to extract opinion targets and opinion words. 

 
Penalizing on High-Degree Vertices: 

High-degree vertices are likely to collect more information from the neighbors when performing random 
walks. For example, “good” may be used to denote multiple objects, such as “good design”, “good things” and 
“good feelings”. Here  “Good” is a general word, and its degree in the opinion relation graph is high. As a result, 
“feelings” and “things”  are likely to have higher confidence as opinion targets. Meanwhile, the same problem 
may also occur in opinion word extraction. To overcome this problem, we are required to correct these high-
degree vertices to decrease the occurrence of errors as much as possible. 

 
Calculating Candidate Prior Knowledge:  

Candidate prior knowledge is important for estimating each candidate’s confidence. Generally users usually 
express opinions on some irrelevant objects in online reviews, such as “good feelings”, “bad mood” and 
“wonderful time”. Clearly, “feelings”, “mood” and “time” are not considered to be an real opinion targets. 
Therefore, these unrelated objects should be assigned low confidence. By this way, confidence estimation would 
be more precise. 

The candidate confidence using PSWAM can be estimated using the below equations: 
 

 
 

  
Specifically, when the random walk reaches a vertex v, that there are three options for the walker: (a) 

continue the random walk to the neighbors of v, (b) abandon the random walk or (c) stop the walk and emit a 
confidence according to prior knowledge. Assume that the probabilities having three events are Pcon, Pabnd and 
Pinj respectively. 

To penalize high-degree vertices, adopt the heuristics form. For each vertex v,  
 

 
Then set, 
    

  ,       , 

    

 
 
If v has a higher degree, H(v) will be larger and cv will be lower. Thus, Pcon will have a lower value. 

Accordingly, the contribution of high-degree vertices is restricted. 
The algorithm is run until convergence, which is achieved when the confidence on each vertex ceases to 

change within a tolerance value. Finally, candidates with higher confidence are extracted as opinion targets or 
opinion words. 
 
3.3.2 Mining Semantic Relations: 

Semantic relations among words uses two separate random walk algorithm to estimate candidate 
confidence.  

Thus, we have 
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Where v has the same role as  which is mentioned in WAM equation. 

 
3.3.3 Considering both opinion relations and semantic relations: 

The two random walk algorithm is coupled jointly model semantic relations and opinion relations for 
extracting opinion targets/words. Thus, we have 

 

 
 

 
 
Where, 
λ=0 means by considering only opinions relations to estimate candidate  confidence. 
λ=1 means by considering only semantic relations to estimate candidate confidence. 
 

Capturing Word preference: 
Word preference denotes word’s preferred collocations. That means, one opinion target having one or more 

opinion words. To obtain more precise results, candidate confidence should estimate using word preference 
rather than using opinion relations. For example, ”LED” and “colourful” are topically related with TV domain, 
so they are word preference for each other. A symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergence also called KL-
Divergence is used to measure the semantic distance or semantic associations between two candidates. 

Semantic Association can be calculate using the below formula: 
 

D( =  

 

Where    means the KL-divergence from candidate  .P(z) is the 

probability that topic z in reviews. Next,a logistic function is to map  
D(  into [0,1].Then, the semantic association can be calculated as,    
      

SA(    

 
Semantic association is used to calculate the scores between two candidates. 
 

Incorporating word preference into co-ranking: 
To estimate  candidate confidence, word preference is incorporated into random walking algorithm. Then, 

the random walk algorithm is calculated as, 
 

 
    

 
 
Where, ,let  denotes diagonal matrix whose eigenvalue is vector of . 
 

3.4 Product score classification: 
The prototype consists of query engine that takes the query string as input and pre-process it. The opinion 

search engine consists of web user interface. The web user interface includes single text box to query input and 
checklist for 5 datasets to compare  the products of the reviews. Once the query string is submitted, we have 
used the polarity of the reviews to calculate the product score. Subtract the total number of negative reviews 
from the total number of positive reviews for the polarity of the reviews. A product having highest score is 
considered  as highest score of the product. Moreover, a search summary is displayed along with the polarity 
classification. 

 
Experimental Evaluation: 

The evaluation metrics for customer review datasets are precision (P), recall(R) and F-measure (F). 
Compared with nearest neighbor rules and syntax-based methods, graph based co-ranking algorithm 
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outperforms better performance due to the avoidance of parsing errors. 
The results of the opinion target extraction on each dataset are shown in Table 2. The results of the opinion 

word extraction are shown in Table 3. In these tables, “P” denotes precision, “R” denotes recall and “F” denotes 
F-measure. From these tables, the CR_WP significantly improve the performance of other baselines. 

WAM:WAM method uses an unsupervised word alignment model to mine the opinion associations among 
the words. A random walk algorithm is used to estimate the candidate confidence. 

PSWAM: PSWAM method uses an supervised word alignment model to mine the opinion associations 
among the words. A graph based co-ranking algorithm is used to calculate the candidate confidence. 

CR_WP: The co-ranking word preference includes two random walk algorithm which incorporates into 
graph based co-ranking approach. CR_WP outperform WAM and PSWAM on opinion target and opinion word 
extraction. CR_WP have much better performance than WAM methods. CR_WP considers multiple relations 
such as opinion relations, semantic relations and both opinion/semantic relations by using graph co-ranking. 
CR_WP captures opinion relations through word alignment and semantic relations are captured through topic 
modelling. 

 
Table 2: Experimental Results of Opinion Target Extraction on Customer Review Datasets 

 Methods Camera Nokia 6610 Micro MP3 DVD Player Nokia 6600 
 P R F P R F P R F P R F P R F 
WAM 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.88 0.85 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.81 0.84 0.83 0.88 0.89 0.86 
PSWAM 0.87 0.84 0.85 0.89 0.86 0.86 0.89 0.88 0.89 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.89 0.89 0.89 
CR_WP 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.86 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.81 0.87 0.84 0.91 0.89 0.90   

 
Table 3: Experimental Results of Opinion Word Extraction on Customer Review Datasets 

Methods Camera Nokia 6610 Micro MP3 DVD Player Nokia 6600 
 P R F P R F P R F P R F P R F 

WAM 0.62 0.75 0.68 0.57 0.79 0.66 0.63 0.75 0.69 0.62 0.69 0.66 0.68 0.69 0.69 
PSWAM 0.65 0.76 0.70 0.59 0.80 0.68 0.66 0.78 0.71 0.64 0.70 0.67 0.72 0.71 0.71 
CR_WP 0.69 0.80 0.75 0.62 0.83 0.70 0.70 0.82 0.73 0.68 0.70 0.69 0.76 0.74 0.74 

  
In addition, WAM method does not capture word preference, but CR_WP considers word preference. 

Therefore, exploiting word preference is useful for fine grained opinion target and opinion word extraction and 
opinion target and word candidate confidence estimation. Thus, the performance and effectiveness can be 
improved. 

The Figure 3 and 4 presents the result of five-methods F-Measure comparison of opinion target and opinion 
word. we observe that best performance is obtained using CR_WP and extraction performance is beneficial for 
opinion relations and semantic relations. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Experimental comparison among different methods for opinion target 
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Fig. 4: Experimental comparison among different methods for opinion word. 

 
Conclusion: 

Due to the high usage of online shopping, customers mainly focuses on other customer reviews. Hence, to 
satisfy customer satisfaction, both opinion targets and opinion words are extracted. These extractions can be 
implemented using graph co-ranking. A co-ranking process considers both opinion relations and semantic 
relations. In addition, word preference is also captured for more precise extraction. Hence, co-ranking word 
preference achieves better performance and effectiveness compared with previous methods. The 
recommendation system not only classifies a reviews as positive and negative, but also extracts the most 
representative features of each reviewed items, and assigns opinion scores on them. The objective of 
recommendation system is to benefit the customers and assist them in choosing the right product. 
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